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Litmag kicks

off year at
Way Out Club
- by Kim Hudson
news editor
Litmag held its Premier Performances kickoff last Thursday at the
Way Out Club in South St. Louis .
, Litmag is a literary student organization at UM-St. Louis that showcases
student talent. This kickoff is just one
of several events that Litmag has held
at the Way Out Club.
The location is fitting because the
owners of the club have held literary
readings for almost a decade. "Me
and my wife Sherry started the open
Jmike readings here in St. Louis eight
years ago," said Way Out Club owner
Bob Putnam. Their eclectic club featured decorations as old as a 4Srpm
jukeboxin one comer and as contemporary as a lighted Zima sign on another wall.
Under the soft shine of Christmas
lights lined with construction paper
~ lanterns were University Of Missouri
students-past and present, from the
St. Louis campus and others. Public
relations coordinator Rachel McCalla
was the Mistress of Ceremonies for
the evening and op ned up with a
quote from Robert Frost, "Poetry is
the way of taking life b the throat."

John Holloway, the first poet of the
evening did just that. Holloway, who
studied creative writing at UM-Columbia, led off with his poem
_"Grandpa in the Woods." Contrary to
popular belief about performers at
poetry readings, Holloway was not a
nebulous hippie reading unmetered
lines of unrelated images. Instead, he
was a clean-cut, six-foot-tall, upper20-or-lower-30-something father of
two who wrote about his first brand
new bike or the death of his grandfather. Such images were shared by
Scott Doris, past Litmag Anthology
editor who spoke of his emotions
when seeing his daughter's ultrasound. Among other authors featured
was Matthew Schmeir, 1993 Litmag
Anthology editor. He has an online
poetry collection called Poetry Inc.
and even read a poem he wrote with
the aid of computer software that
writes passages based on different
words of the author's choice.
"Litmag is branching out and
growing up," said managing editor
Guy Bates. The organization is tarting to include fiction, prose, art and
even music in their activities. "We

see Litmag, page 12
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L1tmag's President, Guy Bates, talks to the audience during the first performance of the year.

On-campus restaurant to open next week
by Scott Lamar
editor in chlef
Starting next week, UM-St. Louis
students will have the opportu nity to
have a more relaxing di ning experi ence.
TIle Cov , a sit-down style restaurant located nex t to the Summit
Lounge. is schedul ed t open Sept.
8

Gloria Schultz, director of Auxiliary Services at UM-St. L ,}Uis, said
setting up a restaurant next to the
Summit wasn't any one"person's idea,
Schultz said.
"It was kind of like sy nergy," she
said. "Everyone was j ust trying to
make things better. "
The Cove was origi nally slated as
a facul ty and staff lou nge until SGA
President Bo Fritcl).ey IlJ1d Gt\.

Vice-President Angela Hornaday argued against it.
"It was going to be located in a
building that is paid f or by student
money," Fritchey said. "That's why
we felt that it should be for students."
Planning for The Cove. which is
still und er construction, began in lateJuly. Schultz said. At 60 people, the
restaurant will be at capacity ,Schultz
said.

The Cove will feature fresh baked
bread as well as a selection that is
geared toward health conscious individuals.
"We don't have hamburgers because we were afraid it would take
people too long to get their food if the
waiters were running up and down

see Cove,

p~ge
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Universal Landlords:
University continues to manage rental property
by Doug Harrison
managing editor
In its on-going effort to implement the
Master Plan for UM-St. Louis, the Uni versity recently purchased more residential
property along Geiger and Florissant
Roads.
With these-most recent purchases , the
University now owns and leases 26 duplexes, 20 apartments and 24 houses in
areas the Master Plan has designated as
sites for "future physical development."
The latest acquisitions were almost
entirely along Geiger Road, which is the
northwest perimeter as proposed by the
Master Plan.
Since the begin ning of this year, the
University has bought three more homes
on Geiger Road totally $110,000, according to the UM-St. Louis Real Estate Report. The report also records the purchase
of a defunct nursery, a 5.5 acre lot with
greenhouses at the cost of $540,000.
Also listed on the report, two vacant
lots, approximately 0.5 acres each, were
acquired, one of which was commercially

zoned. Collectively, they cost $89,000.
The University began acquiring property
in the area as far back as 1963, the year of its
birth. However, according to Gloria Schultz,
director of Auxiliary Services , it was not unti l
1991 that the University began leasing residential property.

According to Schultz, she does not have
any problems finding tenants.
"[At first] people didn't really know we
had [property for rent]. So I took out a big ad
in The Current a fe w years ago and had a lot
of response. Ever since then, prospective
tenan ts have been coming to us," Schultz

"In general, we keep much better care of our property
than the previous owners."
-Gloria Schultz, director of Auxiliary Services
photo: Shelley Satke

"lOur rental property] has reall y mushroomed. \Ve began renting one house and
then we acquired the [Hollywood Park] apartments and the duplexes," Schultz said.
Schultz said that most of the pro perty is
leased to people related to the University
though some of the tenants are previous owners who stayed on after the sale. "Lisa Grubbs, [director of Residential
Life], rents from us as does Dr. [David]
Loshin, [dean of the school of optometry],"
Schultz said.

said.
Schultz said that once the University acquires a residential structure, it either "renovates or removes."
"In general, we keep much better care of
our property than the previous owners,"
Schultz said. "We've only demolished eight
of the structures we purchased"
According to Schultz, the duplexes are
the most popular among students. Most of the
duplexes share basically the same floor plan
and are each about 1400 to 1500 square feet.

This duplex on Evarts is one of the homes owned by the University.

Most duplexes have hard wood floors,
two bedrooms and some have full, partiallyfinished basements . Schultz said she prefers
to Jease on a one-year basis but will rent
month to month in some cases.
The rent is $400 a month . The tenant pays
for water, electric and gas.
Comparatively, a representative from
John Nicks Real Estate Management said

Old college is new home
for fin e arts program

San Antonio or bust!

by Jennifer Lynn
of The Current staff

.1

duplexes from that agency rent for approximately $450-$500 and month.
According to the UM-SI. Louis Real Estate
Report, most of the duplexes were purchased in 1993 and collectively cost about
$93 8,000.
The Hollywood Park Apartments are

photo: Scott Lamar

A Texas Longhorn is just one of the many attractions at Grant's Farm. See story on page 4.

The new Fine Arts Building opening its doors for students working to
obtain their bachelor of fine arts degree.
The building, formerly Cardinal
Newman College, is located on
Florissant Road and Rosedale.
Since the building was abandoned
for some time, it still needs more
work internally and externally. The
external projects include expanding
parking, putting up lights and posting
signs. A security gate similar to the
one at the Uni versity Meadows Apartment complex will be added as welL
Additions to the building will be made

during the second and third year of a
five year plan.
Inside, work is still being done on
the classrooms, heating units and air
conditioners and a student lounge.
The faculty listens to student comments in order to make sure the building is designed around their needs.
According to Dan Younger, BFA
coordinator and professor of art, the
building has a very specific purpose.
"This building is designed for
third and fourth year students with an
associate affine arts degree. The BFA
degree is a professional degree and
students take more art classes than
academic," Younger said.

see Arts, page 12

see Rentals, page 6
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Delivering injustice:
the case of garage ~J
by Scott Lamar
editor in chief
In most students' college career,
they will receive a parking ticket for
one reason or another, deservedly or
otherwise.
If a student feels the ticket is
unjustified, he or she must file an
appeal.
Ticket appeals go to the UM-St.
Louis Student Court, of which its
primary function is to review them.
From the looks of
things this year, students are in trouble.
The first problem
is that the court consists of one person ,
Steve Bartok. Under
ideal conditions, the
student court has fi ve
voting members and
two alternates. The justices are responsible for reading and
deciding on hundreds of tickets appeals per month. Without a full court,
the whole appeals process is stuck in
a quagmire.
Last year, the student court, which
had three or four members, didn ' t
have a clue as to who was in charge.
Tickets appeals began to stockpile in
the police station and nobody said a
word about it.
This year, things could be worse.
With Bartok shouldering the load,
tickets may be facing a rubber stamp
of the word "DENIED" on them.
Take for example the case of parking garage N.
The Current obtained a copy of a
ticket appeal which was sent to the
student court. On the ticket appeal
form , the student made it perfectly
clear that the garage where her car
was ticketed had misleading signs.
She pointed out that garage N has
a sign posted on the outside that indicates that students cannot park on the
right side of the first level. Signs on
the inside of the garage indicate that
students cannot park on the left side
either.
However, no signs are posted in
the center isle of the garage indicate
that students cannot park there. This
is where the student received her
ticket.
Asign that reads, "NO STUDENT
PARKING ON FIRST LEVEL
FROM 7 TO 4:30 p.m." above the
garage' s entrance might clear up any

confusion.
Seemingly a cut and dry case, the
court denied the appeal with no rationale given. The ticket had obviously
been hit with th e rubber stamp.
Fortunately for students, the student court is not the end of the chain.
They can appeal the court's decision
to Associate Vice-Chancellor of Student Affairs Karl Beeler.
Back to garage N. Determined,
the student took her case to Beeler.
She offered the same explanation that
was given to the student
court with the basis of
the complaint being the
signs in garage N were
confusing. She e ven
threw in some Polaroids
of the confusing signage
for good measure.
Beeler overturned
the court's decision and
ended what must have
been a time-consuming, rigmarole
over a $10 ticket.
1 can't imagine how many students have accepted, or will accept,
the court's decision as final and pay
an unwarranted fine because they
don' t have the time to fight it.
The whole idea of having a student court is to insure that students
can get a fair hea.ring from people
who can view matters fr om the same
perspective. However, itdoesn'tlook
like that can happen with a one-man
crew. If the court can't find some
aspiring lawyers or judges, it might
be more reasonable to let someone
else handle the chore.
1 am not an advocate of turning
over what little power students have
to the University. On the other hand,
having a court just for the sake of
having on e is a waste of everyone' s
time .
For the time being, I'll be opti mistic. The year is young. There is
still time to form a legitimate student
court-one that will give students the
benefit of the doubt when they say
the parking situation at UM-St. Louis
is confusing, and potentially dangerous . Students deserve a court that
will be sympathetic to their cause.
Seeing one of those pink tickets
flapping underneath your car ' s wipers is irritating enough as it is. But
students should not have to act as
their own attorney just to avoid paying a ticket-as the woman did in the
case of garage N.
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The root of all evil:
Paid UPB director can't serve two masters
money to the tune of $70,000.
All the while, the powers that be in
Student Activities looked on wjth less
and less approval at UPB' s
ever-expanding independence and budget.
Soin the name of ending the "drastic reduction
in the quality and quantity
of programming provided" by UPB , the administrators in Student
Activities proposed to pay
th.e director $2,000 each
semester.
What better way, they said, to attract more qualified individuals to the
position and ensure that programming
becomes more effective?
Unfortunately for Ms. White, this
administrative rhetoric served only to
camouflage the administration,' s true
motives: wrestle contL:ol of that
$70,000 from those pesky, autonomous students.
What better way, they hoped, to
get our hands on that cash than to prop
up a student director who must pay lip
service to the students but ultimately
answer to the guys who sign her paycheck?
Admittedly, the adminisu:ators
have some defensible arguments in
favor of paying, and thereby controlling, the director.
Chief among those is the undeniable truth that the "quality and quantity of programming" has drastically

by Doug Harrison
managing editor
"No man (or woman) can serve
two masters. Either he will hate the
one and love the other or cleave to
one and reject the other. "
Beth White, the new paid director ofthe University Program Board,
might do well to refresh her familiarity with the scriptures, especially
this verse.
While she ' s atit, she might learn
how to juggle, too.
After all, it won't be easy for her
to appear as if she is serving students
and their interests while at the same
time pandering to the whims of her
new paying bosses, the administrators in Student Activities.
But Ms. White' s problems began long before she ever came to
UPB , possibly before she was ever
acquainted with UM-St. Louis.
Go back 15 years or so. Different
administrators, different agendas .
Among those byg onefaces and plans
was an administrator in Student Activities with an idea: Why not create
an organization, comprised solely of
students and predominantly autonomous, to initiate, plan and execute
programs of interest for the student
body?
Such was the birth of UPB.
The University grew and so did
the autonomy ofUPB. And wjth that
growth came money, lots and lots of

SPEAK UP. SPEAK OUT.

Have we stepped on your'toes?'
Okay. .Like what.you read?
Good.

doing, elevate the "quality and quanreduced.
UPB's two flagship events , tity" of programming.
But that theory conveniently disEXPO and Mirthday, become more
counts
the reality 1)f paying a direcobligatory and predictable each
tor: He or she now becomes an emyear.
Mirthday/ ployee of the University .
Had Ms. White been hired b~
Mirthstock, EXPO/
EXPOlosion. A sk,mk UPB itself, I might be more optimist
by any other name still tic.
But she hadn't even met the board
stinks.
Lack of continu- much less been held accountable to
ity among boardmem- their expectations of a director when
bers is one possible she was hired.
She was hired by Rick Blanton
reason for this programming problem. Each new year and Don McCarty. Therefore, they,
brings a new batch of members to- as agents of the University, emplo}\
tally unaware of what UPB is all her.
In other terms, if I an1 the manabout.
A more prudent approach to this ager of a restaurant. I work for the
problem would have been to stagger owners of that restaurant. I am a repthe seats on the board such that mem- resentative of the owners because
bers serve overlapping, two-year they hired me, and they sign my paycheck. While 1 would do well to be
tenns.
In this way, there would be a aware of my employees' concerns
contigent of members each year who and ideas, I am ultimately accountcould carry over a sense of what the able to the OW1Jers. When it comes
board wishes to accomplish and could down to choosing between what my
share that vision with the newermem- employees want and that which my 1
owners demand, the employees be
bers.
In all, paying a director is bad damned. I need my job and my payprecedent. Unfortunately, without check.
Ms. White has said herself that
any countering precedent, there is
little to suggest that what Student she needs this job. So when it comes
Activities says will work iII theory down to choosing between what the
students want and that which the adwill not actually work in reality .
ministrati
on demands, the smar
In theory, paying a director will
money
says
Ms. White will regret he
allow that person to devote more
choice
all
the
way to the bank.
time to the board's business and in so
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Nursing students -take
mid-air clinica/s

by Michael J. Urness
entertainment editor
After attending the fIrst class periodofmy first three classes last week,
I jumped into my car and took off for
Albuquerque, New Mexico, for four
days. Yeah I know. It's pretty stupid
/ to run off that early in the semester,
but it meant an opportunity for me to
make a few bucks. Arid frankly, I'm
getting a little tired of playing the
poor-student role.
A friend who's been on strike
from Mac drove with me to make the
trip that much quicker. We drove up
I
to Santa Fe one afternoon and were
sitting around in a nice cafe when the
subject of race came up. It's kinda
funny, but ever since I transferred
here from Meramec, I've been giving
more and more thought to race. Part of
it I suppose is because there is a far
greater diversity here in terms of race
than there was at Meramec. Hell we've
./ actually had a racial incident or two
here in the past couple of semesters.
I simply commented on how impressed I was with the the diversity of
the cultures in Santa Fe and the apparent absence of racial tension that exists allover St Louis, even here at
UM-St Louis.
My buddy, Steve, quickly re, minded me that we were in a tourist
part of town and, just like in the St.
Louis Laclede's Landing area, the air
of mcial harmony may indeed be just
that.
''I'm sure," Steve said, "if you
drove to areas of town comparable to
NorthSt.L~sorWestCounty, there
would be just as much tension."
. This little exchange got me to
thinking about a lot of different times
in recent months that the subject of
race has crept into my consciousness.
Before I go any further, I should
perhaps give you a little background
on myself. I grew up in Chesterfield.
When I was in high school in the late
1970s, there wasn'tmore than a handful of minority students in my school
(parkway Central). At the time, I was
. hanging around with a rather antisocial crowd, and we were always putting down others based on their sexual
orientation, skin color, etc. Yes, I was
a mcist, homophobe and all-around
jerk. It's important to note, I was a
drug addict/alcoholic too.
I say I was because I've spent the
. last six years looking at my beliefs
and behaviors and changing those that
were counterproductive. In addressing my mcist tendencies, I've found
that most of them were rooted in ignorance. Education has shown me that at
!east part of the reason I attacked
others was to keep from having to·
address my own shortcomings . Education and the people I've met while
pursuing ithave shO\vn me that people,
as well as ideas, should be judged on
their individual merit or lack of it.
I'm not qualified to say whether
we should support the push to end
aff1IIllative action or forced bussing.
And I'm not qualified to say what the
. two infamous trials in California or
the church burnings in the South have
;. done to race relations. I do know from
watching television and reading books
andmagazinesthatthere doesn't seem
to be anywhere near the amount of
racial upheaval in most of Europe,
South America or Asia. Maybe we
could learn something from these '
neighbors.
I think there is hope of reducing
the gap between the races, and that
hope rests with those of us who have
had the benefit of higher education.
, ~ Before we can address the problems
of the community at large, however,
there are several things that should be
addressed here at UM-St. Louis first.
In the past two and a half years,
I've heard people ask why there's a
need for exclusive orgaizations like
The African American Student Association and The African American
Alumni Association. Ifinclusion and
. equality are the ultimate goals, these
.r

See Ra.t, page 5

by Jill Barrett
features editor
Eight nursing students took to the
friendly skies this summer to sharpen
their nursing skills. These students
are seniors in the Barnes School of
Nursing at UM-St. Louis and had the
opportunity to do "fly-alongs" with
helicopter flight crews .
The eight students of Nursing 345:
Management of Clients with Complex Needs flew with the helicopter
flight crews of Area Rescu.e Consortium of Hospitals (ARCH) Air Medical Service. These "fly-alongs" were
. part of their clinical training.
During the nursing students' .
emergency-room clinicals at BarnesJewish Hospital, ARCH offered to
take students along for a shift. All of
the eight students agreed to go. They
had to take a safety class in which
they learned what to do - and what
not to do- in flight.
A medical team consists of a
nurse, a paramedic and a pilot. The
students had a choice of riding next to
the pilot, or in the back with the
medic and nurse. This allowed them

LO see the team perfonn emergency
procedures. Because of insurance reason~, the students can't actually treat
the patients, but the "fly-alongs" were
a good learning opportunity .
"Everything is fast-paced," says
Michael Rimel , a nursing student who
participated. "You've got 2-3 minutes
to do what you need to do - to decide
what you need to do on the ground,
how you're going to stabilize the patient."
Medical teams use air transportation for critically ill people who do not
have adequate medical care where they
live and might not survive an ambulance ride several hours long. Helicopters are also used for intercity
flights, especially for people who have
severe trauma.
"A trip across town may take thirty
to forty minutes, and these people
might only have ten," explains Rimel.
Such experiences provided the students with valuable training on how to
deal with an emergency.
"When you ' re in an emergency
situation, yo u can't get mad when
people are yelling at you," Rimel says .

These students from Barnes College of Nursing at UM-St. Louis have flown with flight
crews of ARCH Air Medical Service. They are, from left (front row): Michael Rimel, Ken
Andrews and Jason Weyerich; (back row): Andrea Grainger, Sarah Rusbacky, Shannon
Fortel and Theresa Drummonds.

"It's just that things have to be done
quickly and everybody's at their
highest stress level."
"I learned a lot about emotions
from my experience," says Shannon
Fortel, another nursing student.
"[The team) deals with truly lifethreatening experiences every day.
They always see the most severe
cases. They see life at its most gory ."
Forte! rode along on one intercity transport. On her flight day, the
flight crew responded to an auto
accident in which three teenagers

were seriously injured .
"We landed right on the outer
road to the highway," Fortel says.
Two of the teens died at the scene of
the accident, and ARCH transported
the third victim , who died later.
In spite of the high intensity of
the job, Fortel explains that the burnout rate is very low among the flight
crews . ARCH requires five years
experience and has waiting lists for
jobs.
"1guess its different among nurses
who work on a cancer floor," says

Fortel. "You don't have that same
level of attachment in an ER or as a
medic nurse. You don't treat the same
people for two years, and you don't
get attached, so that might cause
people who work in cancer units to
burn out quicker. "
This is the first class from Barnes
College of Nursing to accompany the
ARCH crews. Other students who
took part in the fly-alongs were
Theresa Drummonds, Ken Andrews,
Jason Weyerich, Andrea Grainger,
Nicki Poskin and Sarah Rusbacky.

UM-St. Louis students share their souls
Workshops emphasize self-exploration
by Jill Barrett
features editor

UM-St. Louis students Rochelle Roby (above) an d Shannon
Knubley (below) are featured in the "Resilient Souls: Young
Women's Portraits and Words" exhibition.

That college students face many
changes and obstacles in their lives
is a given. The statistics are daunting: suicide is the third leading cause
of death for young people ages 15 to
25; 25 percent of all new HIV infections in the U.S. are estimated to
occur in young people between the
ages of 13 and 20. What receives
less attention is the young people
who overcome such difficulties .
A new photographic exhibit
opening at Center for Contemporary Arts celebrates the spirit of
young women who have dealt with a
difficult challenge. Cathy LanderGolberg's show "Resilient Souls :
Young Women's Portraits and
Words" is a series of about 30 photographs of young women, accompanied by the women's stories, written in their own words . Two of the
participants are UM-St. Louis students, Rochelle Roby and Shannon
Knubley.
"These women are not consid. ered 'high-risk' women," says photographer Cathy Lander-Goldberg.
''That's the point of this [show).
These women are dealing with problems that face many women. If anyone else has these problems, they
can come here and see that they're
not alone."
Lander-Goldberg highlights
Rochelle Roby's struggle with a
learning disability coupled with poverty. "Rochelle at 18" shows how
Roby dealt with her challenges and
became a student at UM-St. Louis ,
where she is currently a psychology

ing so many problems, and I wanted
them to be able to see someone who
was already there - someone who
had defeated their obstacle."
Lander-Goldberg believes her
show provides a voice for the women
themselves; not only is this good for
the women, but it can help others
fighting the same battles. LanderGoldberg uses her portrait "Lynn at
25" as an example. Lynn discovered
"I wanted something she
was HIV+, and that her boyfriend
that was preventive I knowingly infected her with the vi rus.
saw teenage girls
"Lynn' s message is 'Don't trust
were having so many that he's negative, go with him to be
tested, '" says Lander-Goldberg .
problems, and I
Lander-Goldberg's found her
wanted them
be
subjects through word-of-mouth.
able to see someone Because the women were asked to
reveal personal issues publicly,
who was already
Lander-Goldberg found that a sense
there - someone
of trust was essential.
"These women had a special kind
who had defeated
of courage to participate - it's very
their obstacle. "
inspiring - but I totally respect the
-Cathy Lander- women who chose not to," LanderGoldberg says.
Goldberg
The exhibit will run through October 6 at the Center for Contempoguage. As a consequence she felt rary Arts (COCA), located at 524
alienated from her schoolmates . She Trinity Avenue in the Delmar Loop.
writes about her effort to reconcile In conjunction with the show, COCA
her position in both the deaf and will offer a six-week workshop in
photo-journaling, starting September
hearing worlds.
25.
Lander-Goldberg will lead a selfLander-Goldberg first started this
portrait
workshop on Sunday, Octoproject 2 and a half years ago when
ber
6.
she was teaching English at an alterThe emphasis of these workshops
native high school geared for students who were having problems in is on self-exploration through photograph and journal-writing. No phoregular schools .
"I wanted something that was tography experience is necessary.
For more infonnation on the expreventive," Lander-Goldberg explains. "I saw teenage girls were hav- hibit or workshops , call 725-6555.

maj or and active on campus.
Shannon KnubJey's character
study details how she became comfortable in both the hearing and deaf
cultures.
Knubley recounts that when she
first went to school with deaf peers,
she did not know much sign lan-

to

Ifyou could have an affair with_
by Lisa Lawry
of The Current staff

a celebrity, who would it be and
why?
"Catherine the Great, because nobody
knows what she was reall y like. "

"Michael Jordan and Malik Yoba, because I'm
in love with them both."

.,. . Seymour KJialilou
Senior - Business Administratian

- Charon Richardson..
Freshman - Criminal Justice
"Probably Denzel Washington or Wes ley
Snipes, or both at once be·cause they
remind me of me - black and beautiful. "

-

Hope Keeper
Senior - Criminal Justice-

" Jenny McCarthy because she's so
tal~n red. u

__......_~

O'Brien
'Senior - l1arketing

~·~~= - Tim
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Grant's cabin is the only remaining structure built by an American president

~unior

Lisa Jauss poses with two

CIYdeSda~

This story is the second
part in aseries ofin.expensive
things to do in St. Louis.

Story and photos
by Scott Lamar

hether you've
never been to Grant's Farm
or have gone a hundred
times, it guarantees to provide people with a cheap,
relaxing break from the rig0rs of everyday life.
How often does a person get a chance to get within
an arms reach of a buffalo,
camel, or zonkey? Yes, I said
wnkey (a cross between a zebra and donkey .

More important, how often
do you get the opportuni ty to do
something for free?
The adventure at Grant's
Farm begins with a train ride
through 281 acres of what used
to be our 18th president's land.
On a good day, the animals,
ranging from ostriches to zebras to caribou, are close enough
to touch. On a not so good day,
you may need to whip out the
binoculars. In any case, the view
offers something you will never
see unless you take a safari to
the African Serengeti.
Also along the way is
Grant's log cabin. Builtin 1856,
it is the only remaining structure in the nation hand built by

an American president. The
fence in front of the cabin is
made out of 2,563 rifle barrels
to serve as a Civil War memorial.
When you get off of the
train, you have an opportunity
to get even closer tc the animals.
Feeding the baby goats is
one of the more popular activities of the young and old alike.
Animal shows are also entertaining. The shows are given
periodically throughout the
day. The featured performers,
parrots, elephants, falcons and
owls, always put on a good
show while their trainers educate the audience about the role

September 9, 1996

The view
\o!!ers
'Solnething you
will never see

unless you
take a safari
r
•
to the Afrlcan
Serengeti.
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the animals play in the natural
world..
The other featured attractions include a tour through
the Clydedale's stable and a
walk through the Bauernhof,
which holds the Busch
faIT).ily's carriage collection.
the cost of food and drinks,
for example hamburgers
($4.30) and beer (2.50) are
comparable to that of Busch
Stadium and Ki.el Center.
But it is a small price to
pay for everything that is of-

pageS

fered.
People are required to call
to make a reservation before
coming to Grant's Farm. An
operator will give you a password that you must know in
order to get in.
To get to the farm, take 1270 south to Gravois. Make a
left on Gravois and proceed
east for about three miles until you reach Grant Road and
make a left.
Grant' s Farm is open until
Nov. 3.

Feeding the goats is one of the more popular activities at the farm.

National directory lists thousands of internships

A bison is one animal of which visitors can get an up-close view.

. The search for your next intern's hip may be over. The National Society for Experiential Education has
released a new book of internships
available immediately.
"The National Directory of Internships" lists thousands of internships in over 85 fields. in government, nonprofit and corporate settings .
It details opportunities for undergraduate, graduate and high school
students , as well as those not in school ,
mid-career professionals and retired
people
Each entry in the directory lists
available intemships by category. The
entry lists the name, address and telephone number of the internshi p coordinator at the organization.
Each listing describestheresponsibilities , number and duration of the

position .
Further, the entry briefly discusses
potential benefits to the interns and
whether the sponsor will help interns
arrange academic credit through their
schools.
Finally the entry lists the internship qualifications, any deadlines and
application dates th at are applicable.
NSEEhas been producing internship directories since 1972. The organization has previously published

a number of similar directories .
All materials are a v ailable
through NSEE 's nonprofit membership association and national resource
center that promotes active forms of
learning as an integral part of education.
NSEE was founded in 1971 and
currently has over 1,700 members
nationwide.
For more information call 919787-3263.

Rat, from page 1
organizations and others like them by
their very names may be keeping us
from achieving these goals . If such
organizations are vital to furthering
racial relations on campus or in the
community as a whole, perhaps someone could explain to me how they are.

Whatever else we do or don ' t do, it
is important that we keep the lines of
communication open. If I've learned
anything during my st.ay here, it's that
ignorance is indeed an equal opportunity destroyer.

Surviving in college is tough enough, right? That's
why we've designed a package to make things
easier Choose AT&T and look at all you can get:
Lffifl' 1fue Reach@Savings
Save 25% on every kind of US. call
on your AT&T phone bill when you
spend just $25 a month.l

XI&f 1fue Rewards®

Get savings at Sam Goody/ Musicland,
TCBY "Treats" and BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO
with the Member Benefit Card.

Klm' Universal MasterCard®
A credit, cash and calling card that
brings you discounts on USAir. And
no annual fee-ever. 2

Klm' ~rldNef'''' Service
Get 5 free hours of Internet access
every month just for having AT&T
long distance.3

To sign up, look for us on campus or call

1 800 654-0471

AT&T

Your True Choice
hnp :!/ www.an.com/college
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Chancellor's Picnic to be held Wednesday. The Chancellor's
Picnic, in conjunction with the University Program Board's
EXPOlosion, will be held Wednesday at the Alumni Circle. Meals
will be served during the day from 11 :30 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m. and in the
evening from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. For more information call 5446 or
5291.
Photo exhibit opens at Public Policy Research Centers. "Survivors: A New Vision of Endangered Wildfire," an exhibition of 15
color, dye-transfer photos by James Balog of Boulder, Co., that
illustrate his concern for the dangers of extinction faced by 15
animals, will be on display from Sept. 10 to Nov. 13. in the Public
Policy Research Centers, Room 362 of the Social Science and
Business Building.
Social Work Association to hold voter registration. The Social Work Association , the Staff Association and the Division of
Student Affairs will co-sponsor a student voter registration booth at
EXPOlosion on W ednesday . For more information , call 5823 ..
Women's Center weekly program set. The Women's Center
will hold a program titled "Streetwise Survival" at noon Wednesday,
Sept. 11. Gary Clark of the UM-St. Louis Police Department will
discuss ways women can increase their safety in both their community and home. For more information call 5380.
Monday Noon Series kicks off with jazz performances. Jazz
vocalist Jeanne Trevor and pianist Rick Zelle will give a demonstration of jazz technique at noon Monday , Sept. 9, in Room 229 of the
J.e. Penney Building. For more information call 5699.
SGA retreat set for this weekend. All organizational leaders are
encoiuraged to attend the SGA retreat this weekend at the Trout
Lodge in Potosi, Mo.

your

Rentals, from page 1
the only apartments the University
owns. Schultz said most of the units
are one bedroom and rent for $275 a
month.
The Nicks representati ve said that
agency leases similar units in the area
for $300-$325 a month.
Schultz said most of the tenants
stayed with the University after it
purchased the complex.
"There is one faculty member and
one student who lives in the apartments. Other than that the tenants
who were there at the time of purchase have continued to rent from
us," Schultz said.
The houses that the University
le ases are concentrated in the socalled Hollywood Park area (houses
along Oxeye and Evarts Streets and
Lowen Drive), and 13 are located in
the Carsonville and Carsonville
Heights area (houses along Geiger
Road, Marlin and Lauderdale A venues.
Most of the houses have three
bedrooms and all have standard appliances. The structures show the
signs of age but are clean and wellmaintained.
Each house leases for $425 a
month . Its counterpart leased through
Nicks would cost about $500-$525 a
month.
Schul tz said the houses are mostly
older structures and require a good
deal of maintenance.
"We designated people especially
from maintenance to work at the rental
property. We don ' t wantto take workers from the main campus," Schultz
said.
Schultz said that if tenants have
maintenance problems, they can either call her or facilities services and
a worker will be dispatched.
"We try to have the same people

JC Penney Building
10;00 am - 2:00 pm
Wednesday & Thursday, September 25 & 26
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said . "It took them quite a while to fix
our
t
faucet."
Ball had no major complaints with
the University as a landlord. She said
that the University's property was as
good as if not better than the places at
which she had lived in the past.
According to Schuilz, the Uni-

Major St. L ouis based company
is hiring recent (or soon to be)
graduates to begin an MIS
career. Entry level Visual Basic
and/or c ++ Software Engineers
can join our Application
Deveiopement proj ects under the
guidance of our Team Leaders.
Learn as you earn and gain that
valuable "on the job experience." Send resumes to: ATTN:
HUMAN RESOURCES, CPI
CORP., 1706 WASHINGTON
AVE., ST. LOUIS MO 63103.
EOE.

Career Days

versity waits for property owners to
approach it rather than the University openly soliciting home owners.
"We don't just call up and say,
'we want to buy your house.' If they
call us and say they want to sell, we
go out and look at the house. Then we
have to send out two appraisers and
make a bid, " S<.:hultz said.
According to Schultz, home owners in the area know the University is
buying property, and the University
is interested in working with com-

"0

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERI NG ~1AJOR S! !

Job Search

,~,.,

~)

work on the rental property so .the
tenants get to know them and trust
them, " Schultz said.
DennineBall rents ahouse at 8632
Geiger Road from the University. She
said the property is well-kept and
other than having bee n promised cenITal air only to find window units
instead, she likes the house. But she
said that maintenance was often slow
to
respond
to
her
calls.
"Y ou have to really get on them sometimes in order to get work done," she

munity dming these purchases.
"We don't want people to thiQk
we ' re overbearing or trying to steal
their house," Schultz said. "We're
here not to threaten the community
but to help it. And I think the University has had a positive influence on
the area [through buyouts). "
Schultz said that the real estate
business generates some profit for
the University.
"We have to put money back into

the property. Anything left over we
can use to buy more property , but we
couldn't use the money to build new
strucmres or furnish existing campus
buildings . We have to keep it within
the rental property ," Schul tz said;
"We're expected to generate enoug~
revenue to keep the rental propertr
mamtamed and running. "
\
As for th e immediate future,
Schultz said some, but not many purchases are planned.
"We're closing [the purchase]
today on the University Plaza shopping center (at the intersection of 170 and Florissant Road) but l' ve been
told to hold off on many other purchases. I think we're running out of
money," Schultz said.
The money to which she referred
comes from a $250 million statewide bond issue in 1994. The UM
syste m was granted $64.6 million
dollars. The Board of Curators in turn
approved $15.8 million to UM-St.
Louis to use specifically for imple- ,
mentation of the Master Plan.
According to Bob Samples, Direc tor ofUniversity Communications,
the money can only be used to acquire property in accordance with the
Master Plan.
"That money cannot be used for
faculty salaries ~r any other purpose "
than acquiring property," Samples
said.
The Master Plan summary says
that its purpose is "to provide direction for decision-making for the future pbysical development of the campus" and to help the University "to
respond to significant changes in its .
environment."
~
The Master Plan cans for an expanded UM -St. Louis campus
bounded by 1-70, Natural Bridge and
Florissant Roads. To achieve this, the
summary suggests " [d]evelop[ing] a
plan for the acquisition of adjacent
properties necessary for implementation of the Mas ter Plan."
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T IME: 11:4 5am-12:45pm (unless oth erwise indicated)
Sentember 11 (Expo Day*) FREE Sno-cones @
HISLA's booth. Entertainment on the University '

Patio

& JCP Bldg.)
Eduardo Anaya Flamenco Gui tarist
st. Louis Cultural Flamenco Society
Grupo Florklorico Dominicano
Grupo Florklorico Mexicano

(by the picnic benches between Univ. Center
f

EVENING COLLEGE 6 :30pm-7:15pm@Lucas
Hall Patio (3rd level outside of Lucas Hall):
Danza Peruana
The Bolivian Society Dancers
Grupo Florklorico Dominicano (youth Group)

~

~

September 17 & 25 in the University Cafeteria
("the Underground") Taco Bell's tacos on sale for 25 cents
from 11:30am-l:OOpmonly. Mariachis--Los

...!t,
~

C o~a dr es will be performing both days.

~

~

~

~
~
~
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September 27: Sigma Delta Pi (Spanish Honor
Society) is co-sponsoring "A Nigh t in Spain"
at the Alumni House (the corner house on
Na tural Bridge Rd.

across from Wo ods Hall).

r;,
fi

Septem b er 30: Bring your lunch to the Summit Lounge
(2nd level of the cafeteria) and we'll provide refreshments while
you listen to classical Latin music by:
Manual Ramos, Violinist (St. Louis Symphony Orchestra)
accompanied by Marll Laverty, Pianist (graduate of UMSL
and 1995 Competition Winner--Belleuille Philharmonic
Orchestra.
cto er 2: on t . e nlVersity atlO, one 0 t. illS
. L attna
.
popu 1ar Latin bands: S 0 l ucton
(oriP'inally i.s
b~
a 12-man band schedule to play for HISLA's Beca Fundraiser
Dance)

October 8: EVENING COLLEGE Florkloric Dancers
6:30pm-7:15pm Lucas Hall Patio (3rdleveloutside):
Danza Peru ana
The Bolivian Society Dancers
Grupo Florklorico Mexicano

October 8 & 9 : come and learn or practice your "hot Latin
dancing" (Salsa, Merengue, Cumbias, La Macarena) on the
University Patio one hour each day with a professional
instructor, Luciana Martinez (11:30am-12:3Opm)

The organization HACEMOS will speak on the topic
of "English as the Official Language". Doors open at
~
6:30pm for social time with a Spanish menu and sangria
~
drinhs (age 21 + only); Flamenco performance
~
at 7:00pm; Speaker begins at 7:30pm afterwards only
Octob 11 The B eca F un d ralser
.
D ance presents
~er:
~
Spanish will be spoken. Limited space: PLEASE
EI Caribe Tropical and Solucion Latina at Casa Lorna
~
Ballroom (7:30pm-1:00am). Contact the Office of Equal
~
Opportunity (401 Woods Hall) or Alicia Friedrichs 397-5829
~
for student tickets $12 or HISLA's EXPO booth.*
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By including the American
Cancer Society in your Will
or Living Trust, you can
have a powerful effect on
those who come after you.
And leaving behind a
legacy of life for others is a
beautiful way of living
forever yourself.
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*

P.O. Box 1066
Jefferson City, MO 65)02

~

1-800-ACS-2345

*

Missouri Division, Inc.
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Rep celebrates 30th season
with The Most Happy Fella
by Michael J, Urness
Entertainment Editor
The Repertory Theatre of St.
Louis-located on the campus of
Webster University-celebrated
it's 30th birthday Friday night with
the opening of Frank Loesser's
musical, The Most Happy Fella.
Setin California's Napa Valley
wine region in the 1940s, the story
centers around a 60-year-old Ital-

ian immigrant who owns and oper- agrees to come to his vineyard to be
ates a successful vineyard. While on his "mail-order" bride. Upon arriva business trip to San Francisco, he . ing, she discovers he had sent her a
falls in love with a much younger picture of his much younger and more
waitress and leaves her a note on the handsome foreman. She is shocked at
back of a menu in addition to a very the difference between who she
unusual tip. Unfortunately she thought she was marrying and who
doesn't remember which of her her actual fiancee is, but she goes
ahead with the wedding. After a tumany customers he was.
After she sends him a postcard, multuous first few weeks, she finds
the two begin a regular correspon- herself actually falling in love with
dence by mail. Eventually , she tbe old man.

photo: Judy Andrews

The Cast of The Most Happy Fel/a

Artistic Director Steven Woolf
has outdone himself in casting The
Most Happy Pella.
John Payonk (Tony) is ideally
suited for the role of an Italian immigrant. His rich voice is comparable
to any of the world's leading tenors.
And Kirsti Carnahan (Rosabella) is
marvelous as the female lead.
The play's most hilarious moments came during the songs of the
three caterers Scott Brush (Ciccio),
Tom Souhrada (Giuseppe), and Keith
Lorcan Weirich (Pasquale). During
one number,the trio actually came
into the audience and began singing
to female patrons .
Though at times a bit over-joyous, perhaps a result of indulging in
too much of the boss' vino, the entire
chorus was spectacular with quick
costume changes, lively choreography and impassioned singing. Lovette
George (Cleo), one of the waitresses
in the opening scene and Rosabella' s
best friend, drew a thunderous applause for her performance in the
opening scene while singing about
her sore feet. Playing the part of a
onetime Texan, she was funny at every turn .
Just prior to Friday's performance, Woolf recognized the
Monsanto Fund, sole corporate sponsor of The Most Happy Pella, for its
generous contribution of $30,000.
The Most Happy Pella is a delightful season opener, brimming with
passion and talent. It evokes the gamut
of emotions; love, betrayal, forgive-

---------Folk

Tony RiceSings Gordon Lightfoot
(Rounder)
Tony Rice has been playing and
singing Gordon Lightfoot's music
ever since his early days with the
band J.D . Crowe and The New South
some twenty years ago. Now he' s
released an album-full aptly titled
Sings Gordon Lightfoot, on which he
lends his lightning fast, bluegrassstyle guitar playing and incomparable
baritone voice to 17 of the prolific
songwriter's tunes.
The new album features both the
well known and the more obscure of
Lightfoot's works. On the more popular side are songs like "You Are What
I Am," "Bitter Green" and "The
Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald."
On the more obscure side there are

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Hard Rock

HeadcrashOverdose On Tradition
(Discovery Records)
They same imitation is the best
form of flattery, if so Headcrash flatters a lot of groups .
The disc sounds like a good cover
hand disc . The opening song
"Plugged In" and "Nailed" both
sound like Biohazard songs . Both
are good songs and they would be
good Biohazard songs. But the lack
of originality makes me wonder how
good of a album this group would do
if they try something original.
By far the best song is "Stains."
It is an angry, guitar driven song.
With vocalistAllen Wrigbtand Shane

Shane, Nico, Roger, Ulli, Herwig and Allen are Headcrash
Cooper doing a battle of lyrics type
of singing it only help to fuel the
anger in the song. A good pick up for
fans of Rage Against the Machine,

Biohazard, Korn, Nine Inch Nails as
you will hear a little bit of each song
that will remind you of each of these
(Ken Dunkin)
bands.
r

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Alternative

Devo-Music from the Adventures of the Smart Patrol
(Discovery Records)
Just when you thought it was safe
to listen to the radio again Devo releases another di sc.
Made for the CD ROM game
"Adventures of the Smart Patrol,"
(the disc is filled with new

-------Alternative

Trainspotting-Soundtrack
(Capitol)
A good movie soundtrack reminds
listeners of scenes in the movie, but

instrumentals and enough classic
Devo to make you wet the bed agai n.
A Devo album would not be complete with out the before-its-time
"Whip It." It also features the highly
weird but interesting "locka Home."
Thi s song sounds like it was recorded
recently even though the recording
date was 1976.
The weird vacuum sounding vocals mixed with the computer voices

are good ideas, and they make fora
pretty funky song. Also making appearances on the new CD are "Peek
A Boo" and "Beautiful World." Both
are very good songs in their own
right.
Buy this for the old Devo songs
and skip the boring and uninteresting songs from the video game. It's
well worth it.
(Ken Dunkin)

also stands ·as a work of art on its
own. "Trainspotting," the movie
soundtrack from the film of the same
name, is just such a soundtrack.
Just as the movie appeals to a
small segment of the
movie-going public,
the CD is tailored for
people who don ' t favor songs that get a lot
of radio airplay.
The soundtrack includes singles from
Iggy Pop , Prim a l
Scream, Elastica,
Sleeper and Lou Reed.
As a longtime Iggy
Pop and Lou Reed fan,
it is little surprise that
I liked these songs .
What is surprising is

that I enjoyed the more upbeat dance
flavor of Pulp's "Mile End," and
Damon Albarn 's "Closet Romantic."
Although the disc has variety in
the songs and groups featured, the
so ngs are not so diverse that the listener feels the CD is just a random
collection of tunes. The arrangement
of songs on the disc could be better;
for example, Brian Eno ' s reflective
instrumental" Deep Blue Day" is a
startling contrast to Iggy Pop's " Lust
For Life" that immediatly precedes
it. Eno's singk co uld have been
dropped from the CD entirely. In
fact, the CD would be improved without "Deep Blue Day."
In all, though, the songs fit well
together, and this soundtrack is both
enjoyable and entertaining.
(Jill Barrett)

Trainspotting Soundtrack
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The Most Happy Fel/a stars Kirsti Carnahan
(Rosabel/a) and John Payonk (Tony)
ness, triumph, you name it. Take advantage of the Rep 's low student fares,
and see it for yourself.
A catered dinner preceded the
show, and the audience was invited
to join the cast and crew for a party
under a tent outside imediatly after
the play. The party featured the mu-

sic of Mitch and the HooDoo Cats
and lasted until well past midnight.
The Most Happy Fella will run
on the Rep's Mainstage from Sept.
4 through Oct. 4. Student, rush and
senior citizen tickets cost between
$9 and $39.50. For further information call the box office at 968-4925.

songs like "Walls,"
"Early Morning
Rain ," and "Sixteen Miles."
I especi ally
lik ed "Go My
Way'· and "Shadows," which were
both featured on
Rice ' s
Native
Ameri c an dis c;
"Cold on the
Shoulder," "Let it
Ride" and the more
popular
songs
mentioned above.
Rice never ceases
to amaze me with
the complexity of hi s
picking style or the apparent ease
with which he executes it.
Unlike the majority of new releases that hover around 40 minutes
in length, Sings Gordon Lightfoot

features over 50 minutes of music
and, whetheryou'rea fan of Lightfoot
or Rice, you can ' t help but be impressed.
(Michael J. Urness)
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Art exhibit gives insight into special lives
by Jill Barrett
features editor

graphic exhibi t "Resilient Souls:
Young Women's Portraits and
Words" accomplishes a goal many
artists strive for, but often fail to do
- to hit an emotional chord with
viewers , while making them think as
well.
Lander-Goldberg's photographs
are good portraits - they reveal the
personality of the subject and she
shows good technique. One photograph, "Amanda K. at 21" is exceptional in its composition. The picture
captures half of Amanda 's face, and
lying next to her cheek is another

At first glance, the portraits on
the gallery wall look like a picture
hanging in a family room - professionally done portraits of some body 's
sisters'. The portraits that are a part of
Cathy Lander-Goldberg's art show
are just that, pictures of peoples'
friends and sisters. What makes these
portraits different is the biographies,
written by the subjects themselves ,
that accompany them.
Lander-Goldberg's new photo-

picture - a self-portrait of herself.
Although the photograph is striking, it is the handwritten autobiography next to the photograph that grabs
the viewer's attention. Amanda K. is
a survivor of acquaintance rape, and
she tells briefly of the struggle she
when through after her rape.
All of the subjects in the show
overcame some adversity - disease,
depression, addiction or teen pregnancy - and their words, combined
with the photographs, represent the
strength of human character, and how
much we are alike.

I

A good example of this is her
portrait "Majana at 14," which is a
story of a teenage refugee from
Bosnia. After suffering horribly during the war, Majana faced many of
the troubles common to teenage girls,
like fitting in with her peers .
Lander-Goldberg balances her
show well - by allowing her subjects to talk for themselves, she manages to illustrate her point without
preaching or overstating her case.
For further information check out
the "Students Share Their Souls"
story on page 3.

"WHO CAN

AFFORD
TO GET
NICKEL
AND DIMED?
I'M OUT OF
CLEAN SOCKS:'
FREE

You need a bank
~at understands
L -_ _ _....J ltfe on a student
budget. At Commerce Bank, our
Money: 101 Student Checking is
free. No per-check charges. No fees.
I 0 minimum balance. You can also
apply for a VISA<8 Check card. It
works just like a check, and it's
good everywhere VISA is accepted.
So if "free" fits into your budget,
just call 746-946.

CHECKING

QUANTUM LEAP
SKYDIVING CENTER

First Solo Skydive, Including Video ...

Only $129

"FOR MY MONEY
IT'S COMMERCE"

We Accept Competitors Coupons
Special Prices Not Valid With Other Offers

Owned & Operated ByThree Time World Champions

1-800 STL-JUMP
Call For An Appointment Today!!
Sullivan, Mo. 144, 30 minutes West of Six Rags. Exit 226

ree

Low- " a t Rales
Choose from these special discounts:

• $17 95 per month

$65
• $125
• $180

•

for one semester
for two semesters
for one full year!

Includes •••

DATE:
SEPTEMBER 11
TIMES:
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
AND
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM
LOCATION:
THE ClrlCLE
•

• All SOFlWARE! Nelscape Navigaror™ Personal Web Browser, neNS
& mail at no extra charge!
• Unlimited Connect Time
• ABSOLUTELY no busy signals
• Friendly tech support 7 days a week!

Why We're SeHer
Primary Network offers you the best connection:

• OS-3 hieh speed connection to the backbone of the
internet (equal to 28 T-1's) .
• Ascend and Silicon Graphics product lines' the
newest technology available.
• Up to 28.8 kbps modems with digital incoming lines
means less noise and higher speed.

095-5755 /1
HOURS: 9-9 mon-sat 10-6 sun ' E-MAll: info@primary.net WV',W.PRIMARY.NET

:m

SPORTS

... : ..
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bang for women
Marino nets four
goals in return
by Brian Folsom
sports associate

by Ken Dunkin
~ports editor
I have to admit something, I
am addicted to watching wrestling.
It all started when I was a
little kid. When I was around
1.0, I first stumbled upon a reI
ally cool show where grown
men beat each other up. What a
great idea. What could becooler
than fire being thrown in
peoples eyes and people being
hit in the head with chairs?
It didn't take long to realize
that the whole thing was fake.
But I kept watching anyway.
Ffom the beginning, my favorite wrestler was The Missing
Link. He was a simple guy . He
paint ed his head green and had
on ly a circle patch of hair on his
head. He used to grab that patch
of hair and head butt people. He
would then spit blood at his
opponent. I loved that guy .
, "Rowdy" Roddy Piper was
another favorite. Besides being
one of dirtiest wrestlers ever,
he was Scottish, which is my
heritage. So \vhen heran around
in his kilt, I thought he was the
coolest. Then , when he kicked
Mr. T s ass in Wrestlemania II,
I though he was the greatest. He
was one of my favorites fTom
then on.
But as a kid , I did a lot of
tupid stuff. including trying
nany of the wrestling moves on
ny brother and sister. Because
fthat, my parents banned wresling from the house. It was just
omething about me putting my
rother in the figure-four-leg
ock or finding me with the iron
' law on him that they didn't
ike. So after getting so intrigued
.\i th the fake sport, I had to stay
way from it or suffer being
rounded. And it definitely
vasn't worth being grounded.
After a while, my parents
i fled the ban , and I got to watch
'restling. I got hooked once
gain. But when I started watchng again it was the same guys
hat I grew up with. Rick Flair
vas old when I first started
latching. Jeez, the guy just
umed 48 years old. He's all
la b and he is a wimp now. Hulk
ogan is almos t bald and he has
ecome a bad guy. It just isn't
ight. These guys were at the
top of the "s port" when I quit
watching. Now, they are jokers .
The World Wrestling Federation (WWF) and the World
Championship
Wrestling
(WCW) are the only shows left.
When I first started watching
there were a ton of wresting
shows to choose from. You had
National Wrestling Federation
and the American Wrestling Associ;tion (A WA) now it's down
!O the big two.
The WWF is the circus show
with wrestlers like the idiotic
Goldust and th e fake as anything Undertaker. While the
WCW is the more successful of
we two , their wrestl ers are stolen from the w\VF. Idon ' tknow
whi ch one I dislike more.
But if its the only thing goi ng, I have to watch something.
So I will watch the s tupidity
that they put on now. Ijust wish
The Missing Link would make
a comeback, he would show em'
a thing or two.
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Riverwomen forward Marcie Sch eske (right) dribbles past Riverwomen
defender Laurie Lueddeke in practice. Both have been with the program
for four seasons.

With one victory to their credit
already, the 1996 UM-St. Louis
women's soccer team looks to
keep the pressure on their opponents.
The Ri verwomen powered
their way to a 7-0 win against
Central Mis so uri State University on September 1.
According to head coach Ken
Hudson, the team played well ,
and he was pleased with the performance.
"We came out very solid,"
Hudson said. "Our defense was
really the key ."
From an individual standpoint, Hudson said that the play
of goalies Amy Abernathy and
SamantbaGrashoffwas very com·mendable.
Hud son also noted that the
backs really shut down the
oppostion, especially starters
Leigha Gibbs and sophomore
Wendy Hollon .
Forward Carrie Marino led the
Riverwomen with four goals.
Dawn Dyer, Ann Logan and Lisa
Warren each added a goal. Also,
forward
Marcie
Sche s ke,
midfielder Beth Earnst and Laurie
Casso contributed with two assists each .
Hudson said that during the

course of the season, Marino
and Scheske will carry the load
of the scoring, and he said he
has complete confidence in
them.
"They are both great players , and I really think that they
will have great seasons,"
Hudson said .
Hudson also noted that the
Riverwomen will be very deep
off the bench.
"We could go seven players deep ," Hudson said. "That
is good because it will keep
everyone sharp and in focus."
With conference games
starting next week, the
Riverwomen hope to continue
their winning ways. This weekend , they have games against
Oakland University and Western Michigan.
"Those games ' will be
tough," Hudson said. "Western Michigan is a Division I.
school, so we have our work·
cut out for us ."
Hudson said that the
Riverwomen will get even better as the season progresses.
"We will start to gel as a
team as the season goes on,"
Hudson said. "We just need to
come out playing strong because every game will be
tough."

Men suffer defeat in season opener
by Brian Folsom
sports associate
The 1996 UM-St. Louis Men 's
Soccer Team has felt what it is like
to be undermanned, but with three
key players returning, the Rivermen have the confidence to do much
better.
The Rivermen started the season with a tough loss to the University of Rolla on Labor Day by the
score of 1-0. Before that, they
dropped an exhi bi tion game to
Washington University 2-0. Even
though both games were well played
and close, the Rivermen missed
three important members of the
team.
Senior rnidfielder Joe Fisch was

forced to sit out the first game of
the season due to a red card penalty
he received the last game of last
season .
It was a one game suspe nsion
which carried over to this year.
Senior Dave Briner injured his
shoulder during pre-. eason practice and will try to play this weekend.
Freshman Jason Aft, one of the
team's top recruits from Ladue High
has been cleared to play by the
NCAA . He had been academically
ineligible .
With these players back, Head
Coach Tom Redmond said he feels
the team will be much improved.
"We will be a lot more confident," Redmond said. "The players

will respond well also because they
will see those three guys playing
hard and it will step up their game
that much more. "
According to Senior Curt
Schnieder, the three will have a
definite impact on the team .
"We will start to play better as
a team," Schnieder said. "However
it will still take time to gel as a team
and get our timing down."
This also means that some players who started in the first couple
of garnes may be coming off the
bench, but according to Redmond,
this will make the team that much
deeper.
"Those guys will have 'game'
experience, which will make them
much more comfortable when they

get on the field," Redmond said.
Against Rolla, the Rivermen
started only two seniors , three juniors and six freshmen .
According to Redmond the return of Fisch and Briner will take a
lotofpressure off of the other freshmen.
Redmond said that they were
definitely capable of defeating
Rolla, and although they played
much better in the second half, they
really did not generate many scoring opportunities.
"It was a tough loss," Redmond
said. "Thingsjustdidn'tturnout."
Redmond also noted the play of
goalkeeper Mark Lynn .
"Mark came up really big on
several occasions," Redmond said.

"But I expect that kind ot solid
leadership from him."
The Rivermen play September
7 against Truman State, and again
on September 8 against Columbia
College.
"They will be tough games just
like every other game," Redmond
said.
We just have to play tough and
hope things go our way."
Redmond said he thinks the
team will be much better as the
season progresses.
"We will be a stronger team
with a lot more experience,"
Redmond said.
Now that the team is at full
strength, it should be very exciting
to watch.

Tennis team has high

hopes for season
will help him the most.
The Rivermen have added four
new freshman to the team, and
The UM-St. Louis Tennis team Gyllenborg is excited about them
hopes to gain valuable experience all.
"This will give them a great
this fall so they can be we ll prcpared for their new conference foes advantage, because it will get their
feet wet and they can adjust to colin the spring.
Second year head coach Rick lege tennis," Gyllenborg said.
These freshman include Scott
GyUenborg has scheduled four
Goodyear from
matches so far
Parkway West,
this fall for his
David Crowell
team. One match
is
against
"We are young and from Parkway
Central,
Jefferson Cominexperienced.
Townsend
munity College
Playing in the fall,
Morris
from
on September 14,
Haverford,
and the other is
we can keep the
October 5 at IlliPennsylvania,
players in shape."
nois Springfield.
and
Andy
The other two
Forinash from
- Rick Gyllenborg Lutheran South.
matches are tourAnother
Tennis Coach
naments . One
will take place in
newcomer to the
Columbia
on
team is fifth year
September 21, and (be other will be senior Rich Durbin, who is back
the following weekend in India- after a two year layoff, and could
be a first class player, according to
napolis .
Gyllenborg is in the process of Gyllenborg.
Also back are sophomores
trying to schedule a couple home
matches .
Brandon Coleman, Phil Wolf and
This is a non-traditional seaso n Stein Rotegaard.
According to Gyllenborg, the
in tennis, and Gyllenborg wants to
Rivermen
will miss Raffi
use this time to get his team well
polished for the the spring. He
see Tennis, page 10
wants to see who he has and who

by Brian Folsom
sports associate

photo: Ken Dunkin

Rivermen goalie Mark Lynn makes a save in a game last season. Lynn has been the teams
starting goalie the past three seasons.
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Tennis, from page 9
Kanbl an, Matt Fagala, CraIg Ro dgers, and Ryan
Youn g, but he said th e team will stI ll play tough.
" W e h ave some soli d pl ayers o n thI s team,"
Gyllenb org said . "Barring any Injuries, we sho uld be
competitive ."
Gyll enbor g said that he wan ts to galnTes pect for the
tennis p rogr am at UM- St. Louis.
"W e are youn g and inexpenenced," Gylle nborg
sald. "But I th ink by pl ay ing in the fall , we ca n keep th e
pl ayers in shape so th at they won' t get rusty "
The Rivermen wlll be In a ne w con ference in the
spring, and Gyllenb org said there will be some tough
competiti on, espeCIall y from the top half of the confe rence
"W e Just want to stay to ugh and keep practIci ng so
we are well polJshed," Gyllenbo rg saI d "So whe n
sprin gtime comes around , we ' ll be ready."

SPOl(TING AROUNf) CAMPUS
Recreationa~

Coed Softball Tourn.
Tennis Tournament
Coed Volleyball
Bowling Doubles
Golf Tournament
Flag Football

Sports
'Deadline
9/11
9/11
9/11
9/11
9/11
9/18

Begin
9/15
9/14
9/16
9/18
9/23
9/24

Upcoming Home Games

...

Women's Volleyball
9/13 UMSL VS. Lewis
Game will begin at 1 P.M.
9/14 UMSL VS. Wisconsin-Parkside
Game will begin at 3 P.M .

Quick scores:
Volleyball
Results of the Capital CI?ssic. From A ugust 30Sept 1
Friday: UM-St. Louis defeated University of Indiana: 15-9, 15-7, and 15-2
Riverwomen over Indianapolis University: 15-6,

Men's Soccer

15-6,15-10
Saturday
Northwood over Rlverwomen: 15-5, 11 -15, 1513,15-6

Oakland defea'ted the Riverwomen: 12-15,
15-7,15-11, 15-11
Sunday
Riverwomen defeated Quincy: 15-13, 15-6,
15-4
Riverwomen defeated IlJIPI: 15-8, 15-9,
15-7
Women's Soccer
Sept. 1 Riverwomen defeated Central Missour
State 7-0
Sept. 70akland defeated Riverwomen 5-3 OT.

9/21 UMSL VS. Northern Kentucky
Game will begin at 1 P.M.
9/22 UMSL VS. IUPU Fort Wayne
Game will begin at 7:30 P.M.

photo : Ken Dunkin

The tennis team has high hopes as they have sevaral quality players

returning including Stein Rotegaard. Roteregaard joined the team midseason last year, he won several key matches for the team.

- --

Time: 2p.m.
The place: The Current
The adress: 7940 Natural
Bridge Road
Your mission: to get a story

Join The Current! We want
yonl We really d o!
W ant to write, draw, shoot
photos? Try us, you 'Dlike us.
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Second Annual Sprint For Sight 5K Run/WaIk
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By the American Optometnc Student AsSOCiation
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Proceeds go to benefit programs which help visually disadvantaged
children and adults obtam education, quality eye care and VISion wds.
WHERE: University of Missoun-St Louis
Starts at Mark Twrun Building
WHEN: Sunday, September 15,1 9968.00 A<
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REGISTRATION: $1 0.00 before September 7, S12.00after
INFORMATION: Contact Rob at 994-9106 for more mfa.
RegistratJon fo rms can also be obtained in the Mark Twrun Lobby
desk

GREAT PRIZES like a recreational mountain bike from
BIG SHARK BICYo...E COMPANY!

©1996 Apple Computer, Inc All r(qblS reserved Apple Ihe .J{1ple IO!,'O .l/ae and Mllcllltosh an! It'gislerffilrillkmarils ofApple CompUIer. In~ All Mllcmllllh rompulers are c/i>;iglled 10 be a=blelo ",dllJiduals u/Cfb dlSlliJiilly. 7b IRarrI /IUJ1't (US. only), call 800·600·7808 or 'J7'Y 800-755·0601
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HELP WANTED
TENNIS ANYONE?
. West County Tennis specialty shop
. is in need of an individual for clothing
~Isales Part-time with flexible hours
and a fun atmosphere. Contact Carol at
314-567-5772

SERVICES

Disabled student seeking person to assist with assignments for English
Compo cJass. Writingrryping required. Call 869-4968 after 5 p.m. for
details. Salary.

•••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••

*Students*

STUDENT ASSISTANTS
The Student Computing Labs are now
accepting applications for the fall and
winter semester. Please stop by SSB
103 to pick up an application or apply
on-line at http://www.umsl.edu/ser.vices/sclabs/application. htrnJ

$8.00 to start. Plus bonuses. Top Gun
Promotions is looking for 15-20 outgoing individuals. We are a new and
expanding adv'e rtising company .
Great experience. Awesome atmosphere. No phone sales. PTIFT available. Need cash! Call today, start tomorrow! Call Joe 530-0247.

M.I.S. CANDIDATE NEEDED!
FLUENCY IN FRENCH
REQUIREDI
Help desk specialist candidate needed to
answer calls from the field & determine
solutions to problems. Set up, configure
new pos systems, troubleshoot operating
system problems, assist in software evaluation & testing, maintain documentation
& accurate records of helpdesk activity,
test computer equipment, download fixes
to inventory & software applications.
Candidate must have excellent communications & problem solving skills, strong
multitasking skills & work well under
pressure. Computer Science degree or
equivalent experience. Send resumes to:
MIS- HELP DESK, CPI CORP., 1706
WASHINGTON AVE., ST. LOUIS, MO 63103

....
.-.
....
~

Free Financial Aid!

If you are a student interested in Hispanic culture, dance, and having fun,
the Latin American Ballet, Inc. may be
for YOU! We are a non-profit organization that produces folklore dance
events in the St. Louis area. Call
Elenore Going. 838-7914.

Over $6 Billion in public and private
sector grants & scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible regardless of grades, income, or parent's
income. Let us help. Call Student Financial Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext..
F57464

•••••••••••••••
***FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
Find out how hundreds of student representatives are already earning FREE
TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with
America's #1 Spring Break company!
Sell only 15 trips and travel free!
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica
or Florida! CAMPUS MANAGER
POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE.
Call now! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK!

The Current Classifieds has it
all. Call to place an add
today!!! 516-5175

Notice something?
Your ad isn't here. Where is it?
Come on people, get with the
program. Find a lover, sell a
comic, hire a new employee, or
find an employer. Advertise
. your student organization.
Write and post a classified
today. Any questions, call
Annette at 516-5175.

I . .rlg
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, IMMEDIATE practical assistance

, ALL services FREE and confidential
Help Is Nearby

Poetry

Brentwood . . _ . _ 962-5300
Ballwin . . _ . _ _ . 227-2266
Bride.lon . . . __ 227-.176

Prose

• • •• •• •••• •••••
Computer for sale
486-33. Many programs. 4 m egabytes
ram printer. $550. Call Dirk 645-5331.

• •• •• • •••••••••
Computer for sale-new 586 -133 Mhz8 MB of RAM - 6x multi-media. 1.2 gig
HD - KB mouse - Windows 95 . Great
back-to-school system. $699 . Call
Chris Patrick at 993-5528 .

• • • • ••• • • • ••• • •
'86 Nissan Sentra, 2-door, 5-speed,
light blue, metallic finish, AC, AM-FJ\.1
radio, cassette player, low mileage.
Great, dependable car. $1500. Call
Theresa or Warren. 576-5416 or 9202164. Evening-725-2769

St, Ch",rles . . . . 124-12 DO
Sout .. Cit,. _ . . . _ !i6Z- J65J
Midtown . __ .. _ 9~S-"'900

With tuitKln costs and living eXjlenses cmstantly rising,
the price of a college educatKln may seem out of sight. The
Missoori Armj Natiooal Guard has progruns that can bring
the cost of a college education into focus.
, Part·time job with great pay· start out at $107 or

more per weekend.
• Paid skill tra ining in the field of your choice
, $7,124 Tax-Free Mmtgomery GI Bill
• State and Federal Tuit iln Assistance
The Guard CoUege Plan cooId provide over $23,000 for
yrur educaticn. And best of all, joining the Guard does DOt
mean putting off ccllege or vocatiooaI school training. You
can serve in your own ccmmunity while attending classes.
High school jtciJn; and senion; can get started while still in
sdlool withrut missing a day of class.
Let us show )'OO that yoor
MISSOURI
education is cklser than yoo think!

' ·88.-G... UARD
http://www.mong.org

(AFTER HOURS: 1-80U-&50-41100)

Limit: 2 Works / TYPed-Dbl Spaced / 20 Pages Max

:r-----$25

We Care.

Limit: 3 Ireces

~
CAN

Iimt

••••••••••••••

Ads In the
Classifieds
make $cents$!!!
Classifieds are
FREE to students, faculty
and staff. You
must include
your name and
university ID #
for the ad to run .
Call Annette at
516-5175 to
place your ad
TODAY!!!

--------------~ Complete Pro fessional Nail Care for ladies ~ Gentlemen

All written work must be typed and include a cover sheet with the author'.
name, ~ pbone number', student number' or faculty/staff position, and
department Do not put any put any personal infolU1Jltion on individual
pages of the mll1luscripl Altach cover sheet to SUbmi88iollll. Put manuscript
into the SubrnisoioJU! Box outside of the English Department Office-Lucas Hall
494. All art and photography entries should be handled directly with Susan
Miller, Art Director. Final pUblication of all art & photography will
be in black and white half-toncs and scaled to meet page rcquircmcnu.
Please include SASE to mum manuscript or art.
Any submission that does not comply with guidelines cannot be COfllIidered.
Rights to all work selected revert to tho author/artist after publication.

FALL SPECIAL! :

I

I

:Off
I
I
:

For more information please call
Poetry Barry D. Willingham 725-4684
Prose Bryan Hamann 397-5571
Art Susan Miller 227-7050

:
I
I

FIRST JUMP
COURSE

1

Submission Dates
Mon., Sept, 9, 1996 to Wed., Jan. 22, 1997

SSDGMA

MODERN FERGUSON STATION
studio, 1 & 2 bedroom apartments,
well-lit parking lot, $335 - $435. Each
has .its own stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal, furnace and NC.
You provide bed, desk, and TV. POPE
REALTORS 521-6666.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • ••

B· rth · ht

1996-1997 Yearly Anthology

Art & Photography

• • • •• •• • • ••••• •

All pre-optometry, pre-dental , premed, and undecided students are invited to a meeting on Friday, Sept 13
in Benton Hall Room 104 at 1:30 p.m.

, PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING

~

Comic Books and Non-Sports cards.
Large selection of recen t books, Chase,
Promoti onal, and single cards. Sandman , Marvel, Wildstoffi1, Babylon 5.
Call Tom @ 956-0091

For sale: trumpet $100, guitar $100,
and Apple IIc Computer-negotiable.
Call 739-7301.

"YOUR COLLEGE EDUCATIO N MAY
BE CLOSER THAN YOU THINK"

LITMt\G'
Limit: 5 Poems / No line Limit / One poem per page

Collectors .

• ••••••••••••••

, FREE TEST, wilh immediate results detects
pregnancy 10 days after it begins .

U
~

~

Fun

Buying? "Selling? Renting?

~~~~~~~I

~

FOR SALE/ RENT

I

*EXPlRES SEPTEMBER 30

LEARN TO SKYDIVE!

1

ARCHWAY SKYDIVING CENTRE

11-618-283-4978

I
I

VAND ALlA. IL :

1-800-344~4764.

1 DOES NOT APPLY TO GROUP RATES

~----- - - -- - ~-~----~~ - -~

TAlUI
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1-70

.

NATURAL BRIDGE

2-MAN BEAC H
VOLLEYBA LL
• $25 Per Team

Sculpture Nails
Fill-In
Silk W1"8pS
Tip Overlays

•
•
•
•

Nail Design . ~~ ~.,
Manicure
~~~:~~
Pedicure
~ ~'
Nail Arts
; '?'

Rsk About Student Specials !
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon- Sat - 9 a.rn. -9 p .rn
Sun - 11 a.m.-6 p.m.
(314) 423·- 0023

8935 Natural Bridge Rd.
St . L o u is, M O 63121
Bel-Acre Shopping Ctr.
(170 & Natural Bridge Rd.)

:

1

WED. SEPT
11 TH:
.

,
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ow HIRING!
Earn- E.>rtra Money for the Holidays With Temporary
Photo l1:!b Positions at CPI Corporation, parent
company of Sears Portrait Studios!

Benefits Include:
• Houny wages starting at $B/hr. plus overtime after 40 hours per week
• Clean, friendly, and safe working environment
• On-the-job training - no experience necessary!
• Discounts at CPI Photo, Fox Photo,
Sears Portrait Studios, and Prints Plus
• FREE bus passes for 2nd shift employees
Job Requirements:
• Detail-oriented
• Ability to lift 30 Ibs.
• Dependable
Flexible Hours:
1st Shift
(7:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m .)*
Hiring Starts Sept. 16

CCA§IHI lP ~TIZlE§
&. W A ~ JD)1E1IJ)~ ~

2nd Shift
(3:30 p.m. - 11 :30 p.m.)*
Hiring Starts Oct. 31

• Hours may vary.

OPEN HOUSE FOR ALL UMSL STUDENTS!!

Q'UESTIONS?? CALL 426-8793

LIVE MUSIC TO FOLLOW BY
THE GROUP llliIEN1f~

Call NOW f Q!r an appointment!
231-1 575 x3622
or apply in per!lon at 1706 Washington

Visit your campus c omput er s t ore
fo r the bes t deals on a Ma c.
TIM-ST. Louis Computer
Located, just across from the BookStore,
\
in The University Center
Open from lOam until 6pm, Monday thru Friday
Power Macintiosh~ 7600'

J?rju;erPC'601l1}Z Atfiz/l6.f:1B JUtI>f

1. 2CB/8X CDcROMI15 "dispfay

-

Power Macintosh' 7200

Personal LaserWriter' 300

PowerPC" 6011120 MHz/16MB RAM

JOOxJOO dPi, BIW

1.2GBl8X CD-ROMII5" display

------..:......:=--~

Only $576

Free one-year Apple warranty.

Q/f," <tpim IX:lI1/><t II. 1996. NU/,,(l'IIW1i if inlmsl'or prirJcfxd .,ill b. mlulred[or 90 days. Irlieresf r=rui/lg duril/g lhi< 90.<fa}, period will be added kJ lbe principal and u-ill 0- illJe>-e$J, ....ich 'diU be incIutkr1 in /be ".p"ymen! sd>etiult. FDf' e:<41ff!>k, IbtI monlb o{Ma)' 1996 ba4 an b,lemI m~ of U./j% "jib qn Allm;,,1 Percm/af,e Rale (APR) o[I3.93r. A m()1llbl), payment of !5936J()r lbe - AM:
1 ;6D()/Ij2 S)"'cm i> an es/imOlt """'" em II JdaI /oa,. a71fmm{ oj $3,45N5, which includes a sample purr::lxw price oj /3.240 and a 6% loan origirwlioll Jee. /nJerosl i< llOriabie based ,m 1M Prfnw Rate as r'f1'OTIaI on the 5f}, business dey q{ the nNmJ/j in l1\eiruJ St!G!I)"O"'ll pfllS a spt'irJd oj 3fR.. ,l/DMlb/y P".,"'''''I awi APR shou." (i$Slmlor dtjmnelll ojprincipal and does rwl jnclU/k s/ale or local sole.' lax.
;1Je tfpple COmptl"" Loa" bas 1m ,~')'f"lr .'<1iIn
u.iJh 110 prepaymen1 penall), and is subjed kJ crediI approval. Man/hi)' paymen1s may vary def;ending an acJuaI campula' S)iS!."'" pria:s, Iota/loan am<)Un/.<, $!ale and local soles ~ (l~.d t1 cixmge in /be rr.!mlbly fX!.".ab/e in1I:r1!$J /'f'.!e. @1996,W". COmptd."r. /,u;, All riB'>t: ",_..0. AfJPIe. IIR Apple logo, AppleCare, LoserWri!er. Mac, MacinJaslJ, Perj07711<1.
I : 'fllrer(}()IJli, P;;::r,. MarimosiJ ami ~""~'Ii"" !irt r¢ '"TI!d fr(J(/ernmks 0{t!pfJJt COmpuJer; /ncoPow., Mac is Q trademark 0{Apple Campuier, Inc. _erPC is Q trademark of /nIemI1!iona/ BIiSinI'SS Machine< Co!Pf!fflili!ll. .-J under lianlSt illfrtjrom,
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Arts, from page 1
Younger also said some of the
courses offered are in graphic design,
photography, drawing and painting.
He said UM-St. Louis is an excellent
school from which to obtain a BFA
degree. It is less expensive than other
universities such as Lindenwood,
Washington University and Webster,
he said.
The BFA program provides students with individual dark rooms for
photography and computers fo r stu-

Cove, from page 1
dents enrolled in graphic design.
Painters wi!l soon be able to to
work in their own cubicles in the
classroom , Younger said.
Younger said the BFA program
is designed to be accredited, and the
faculty is currently following accreditation guidelines .
An open house for the Pi ne Arts
Building is scheduled for November 7.

. Litmag, from page 1
even have a Web site where we are
giving students an international forum to show what UMSL students
can do," said Bates.
Litmag has scheduled perfor-

mances at the Venice, The Coffee
House and Borders Books. On September 9th, the organization will start
accepting submissions to this year's
literary an thology and September

the stairs and also trying to accommodate the people in the Underground," Schultz said.
Scott Warner, head of food services at UM-St. Louis, said the restaurant will have three servers waiting on tables. Although The Cove
will be open Monday through Friday
from 11 a.m, to 1:30 p. m" Warner
said the times may be extended,
"If things go well, we may open
for breakfast," Warner said.
The menu includes the

23rd will kick off the visual art contest for those who want their work to
be on the cover of the anthology.
Interested students can call Guy Bales
at 776-4880 for more infonnation.

Riverman's Request, a roast beef,
bacon, cheddar cheese and a "special" sauce served on a homemade
roll. The cost is $4.25. Also featured
are "Cove Specials." They includ(!
the Crowd Pleaser, The Alumni Special and The Captain's Classic, each
costing about $4.
In addition to The Cove, Schultz
said several other changes will occur

this semester. They include:
• renovation of the Underground,
• moving the game roo m from the
Summit Lounge downstairs and adding new games such air hockey to the
selection.
• constructing a coffe e bar
Man !lac Hall.
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Join The Current
• • • we'll wash away
your troubles.

Making a beques,t to -the
Ameri can H eart Association
says someth in g special about
YOlj. It's a gift .of health fo r
furure generations- an
unselfish act of caring.
Your gift will fund research
and educaoional programs to
fight cardiovascular diseases.
And brineodIers (b e Jioy• and
1:>
freedom o f good health.
To learn more aboU( how
YO U can leave a legacy for [he

,..

future, call1-SOO-AJ-IA-USAl.
Do it toda\'.
.

American Heart ~
Association",~

Fighting Hearl Disease
andSlroke
This space provkied as a pubTic service.
01992. Amencan Heart Associ~tion

HA VE YOUR
SA Y ABOUT
W HO WILL

?

W I N I N THE
FALL!

REGISTER TO VOTE!!
VOTER REGISTRATION DRIVE
SPONSORED BY:
THE STAFF ASSOCIA.TION,
STUDENT AFFAIRS,
AND SOCIAL WORK

REGIS'TER
TO VOTE

FOR

THE
NOVEMBER 1996
ELECTION
AT OUR B OO TH
A T EXPO !

